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APOLOGIES

The choice of subjects are limited
- only results from Belle/BaBar

- only for charmonium-like cases (i.e. no DSJ ...)

- + just a brief mention of a result in bb-like system

Some slides are taken from other people’s talks



OUTLINE

A brief intro. to B-factory experiments

The exotic particles

- X(3872)

- the family of Y(3940)

- the charged exotics, a smoking gun?



Two asymmetric B-factories
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PEP-II at SLAC

KEKB at KEK

Belle

BaBar

9GeV (e!) " 3.1GeV (e+)

peak luminosity:

        1.2"1034cm!2s!1

Two asymmetric-energy B factories

8GeV (e!) " 3.5GeV (e+)

  peak luminosity:

       2.1"1034cm!2s!1

world record

11 nations, 

80 institutes, 

~600 members

13 countries, 

57 institutes,

 ~400 members

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09 4
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Belle/BaBar  Luminosities
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• Critical role of the B-factories in
the verification of the KM
hypothesis was recognized and
cited by the Nobel Foundation

• A single irreducible phase in the
weak int. matrix accounts for
most of the CP violation observed
in the K’s and in the B’s

• CP-violating effects in the B
sector are O(1) rather than
O(10−3) as in the K0 system.

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09

2008



Mbc & ΔEFor a decay B → f1f2f3,

• (E, �p)B = (
�

i Ei,
�

i �pi)

• M2
B = (

�
i Ei)2 − |

�
i �pi|2

“beam-constrained mass”

But for Υ(4S)→ BB̄,

•
�

i Ei = Ebeam in the CM frame

• Use M2
bc ≡ E2

beam − |
�

i �pi|2

• and require ∆E ≡
�

i Ei − Ebeam ≈ 0
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FIG. 1: !E distributions for tagging B: a) B+, b) B0. Signal region is shown in blue, sidebads in

green.
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FIG. 2: Mbc distributions for tagging B: a) B+, b) B0.
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mES

“energy-substituted mass”
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The coin toss

A reminder of our plan, agreed with both collaborations,
to decide between notation conventions for angles and other quantities:

use one scheme; share the pain

we will make a fair coin toss between
1 {φ1, φ2, φ3, (S ,C ), mES , . . . }
2 {β, α, γ, (S ,A), Mbc , . . . }

I will toss

Adrian will call “heads” or “tails” for scheme 2

we will open the box

Drumroll please . . .

Bruce Yabsley (Sydney) Style guide: coin toss BFLB 2010/05/18 6 / 6



Exotic hadrons?
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Exotic hadrons
c
c

D*

c
qq

c D

!

q
c
c
q

g
c c

Conventional cc: Reasonably well understood
mesons, known for long time. Number of states fixed
with masses rather well predicted.
Usually first choice for new state

Molecule: Meson and antimeson loosely bound
by pion exchange.
Mass slightly below sum of mesons masses.

Tetraquark: Colored quarks tightly bound by gluon
exchange.
Expect charged states in charmoniummass region

Hybrids: From LQCDm > 4.2 GeV, exotic JPC pos-
sible, large hadronic transitions !"", !#

Heidelberg, 10.9.2009 M. Kreps Charmonium Spectroscopy at the B Factories – p. 21/22
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Charmonium spectroscopy

JPC

(2S+1)LJ

M
as

s 
(M

eV
)

Open charm threshold. ψ(3770)

ψ(4040)

(potential Models)ηc

η’c

J/ψ

ψ’ χc2 χc1 χc0
hc

ψ(4415)

ψ(4160)

hc

Potential model worked well for 
charmonia until the era of B-factories

J = S + L
P = (–1)L+1 
C = (–1)L+S

n(2S+1)LJ
n  radial quantum number

S total spin of q-antiq

L relative orbital ang. mom.

c c
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X(3872)



X(3872) in B0 → Kπ+π−J/ψ

M(ππJ/ψ)- M(J/ψ)

ψ’π+π−J/ψ

X(3872)π+π−J/ψ

S. K. Choi et al, PRL 91, 262001 (2003)

σ ≈ 2.9 MeV
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arXiv:0809.1224  (605 fb-1)

B±→XK± B0→XKS
NS=132 ±15

12.8σ
NS=27.6 ±6.6

5.9σ

M(X(3872))=(3871.46±0.37±0.07) MeV
     by combining two modes together

X(3872) → π+π−J/ψ
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new CDF meas
PRL103.152001.

new Belle meas.

MD0 + MD*0.

<mX>= 3871.46 ± 0.19 MeV

Δm = -0.35 ± 0.41 MeV 

BES III can
improve on this

Δm(deuteron) = -2.2 MeV 

m(X(3872)) (π+π−J/ψ mode only)
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M(Kπ) in GeVM(ππJ/ψ) in GeV

Backgrounds from 
ππJ/ψ sidebands

Bf(BJ/ψ K*0)/Bf(BJ/ψ KπNR) ~ 4.              Similar ratios for χc1, ψ(2S)!
X(3872) is very different from other charmonia.    

B → KπX(3872)
arXiv:0809.1224  (605 fb-1)



What is the X(3872) ?
The mass, width and decay modes do NOT appear to 
correspond to those of any predicted charmonium state.

One possibility suggested by a number of 
authors is a loosely bound S-wave molecule 
of charm mesons.

N.. A. Tornqvist, Phys Lett. B 590, 209(2004)
E. Braaten, M. Kusunoki, S. Nussinov, Phy. Rev. Lett. 93, 162001 (2004)

 

Another intriguing idea: X(3872)= c cbar u ubar 
state. In such a 4-quark picture there should be two 
neutral states,  X0,  c cbar u ubar, c cbar d dbar as 
well as charged states, X +, c cbar u dbar, c cbar d 
ubar etc….

L. Maiani, F. Piccinini, A. D. Polosa, V. Riquer, Phys Rev. D71: 014028 (2005)

F. Close, P.R. Page, Phys. Lett. B 578, 119 (2003)
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X(3872) → ψ(2S)γ

• X(3872) → (cc̄)γ can help distinguish

molecule from conventional cc̄
• C = +1 for such decays

• found evidences for decays to both J/ψγ
and ψ(2S)γ; sig. ∼ 3.5σ for each

• obtained the ratio

B(X → ψ(2S)γ)
B(X → J/ψγ)

= 3.4 ± 1.4

• generally inconsistent with pure DD∗

molecule; may imply mixing with a

significant cc̄ component

X(3872)→ ψ(2S)γ
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J/ψγ

ψ(2S)γ

X (3872) decays to cc-mesons and
γ can distinguish molecule from
conventional cc
Evidence for decays to both final
states
N(J/ψγ) = 23.0± 6.4± 0.6 (3.6σ)
N(ψ(2S)γ) = 25.4±7.3±0.7 (3.5σ)
B(X→ψ(2S)γ)
B(X→J/ψγ) = 3.4± 1.4

Fixes C to be positive
Generally inconsistent with pure
D0D∗0 molecule
If molecule, then mixing with a signif-
icant cc component

Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 132001, (2009)

Heidelberg, 10.9.2009 M. Kreps Charmonium Spectroscopy at the B Factories – p. 6/22

Youngjoon Kwon Exotic particles from Belle EXHIC @ YITP, May. 20, 2010



the Y(3940) family



X(3940), Y(3940), Z(3930)
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PRL 98, 082001 (2007)

1st observed in the J/ψ recoil

PRL100, 20200 (2008) 

M = 3942        ±6  MeV
!tot =37          ±12 MeV

+7
!6

+26 
!15

M= 4156           ±15 MeV

!tot = 139          ±21 MeV

+25
!20
+111
! 61

X(3940) ! DD*

X(4160) ! D*D*

6.0 "

5.5 "

670 fb-1

* not seen in DD decay; exclude JPC=0++

* Plausible assignments are JPC=0–+

    X(3940) = 31S0 = ηc(3S), 
   X(4160) = 41S0 = ηc(4S)
* For both X(3940) and X(4160), 
   the masses predicted by the potential models  are  
(100~250) MeV higher



X(3940), Y(3940), Z(3930)
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PRL94, 182002
PRL101, 082001

B+

B0

* general featueres agree; 
but different M, Γ

M≈3943 ± 17 MeV
Γ≈ 87 ± 34 MeV

M≈3914 ± 5 MeV
Γ≈ 34 ± 13 MeV

* X(3940) --> D D* mostly; Y(3940) --> ψω dominantly
* X(3940) ≠ Y(3940)



X(3940), Y(3940), Z(3930)
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* observed in two-photon process
* doesn’t seem to be exotic + Belle/BaBar agree
* consistent with JPC = 2++ --> a prime candidate for χc2(2P)

4

JETSET7.3 decay routines [9] for the D meson decays
(using PDG2004 [10] values for the decay branching frac-
tions). We find from the MC study that the product of
the e!ciency and branching fractions of the two D decay
modes in the D+D! channel is about 50% of that in the
D0D̄0 channel.

The results of the fit for the resonance mass, width
and total yield of the resonance are M = 3929 ±
5(stat) MeV/c2, " = 29 ± 10(stat) MeV and 64 ±
18(stat) events, respectively. The mass resolution, which
is estimated by MC to be 3 MeV/c2 is taken into account
in the fit. The statistical significance of the peak is 5.3!,
which is derived from

!

2 ln(Lmax/L0), where Lmax and
L0 are the logarithmic-likelihoods for fits with and with-
out a resonance peak component, shown in Fig. 2(c) as
solid and dashed curves, respectively.

Systematic errors for the parameters M and " are
2 MeV/c2 and 2 MeV, respectively. The former is par-
tially due to the uncertainties on the D meson masses
(1 MeV/c2 for the resonance mass). We also consider
the e#ect of choosing di#erent Breit-Wigner functional
forms for spin 0 and 2 resonances and wave functions in
this error.

The Pt(DD̄) distribution in the peak region,
3.91 GeV/c2 < M(DD̄) < 3.95 GeV/c2, is shown in
Fig. 3. Here the Pt requirement has been relaxed. The
experimental data are fitted by a shape that is expected
for exclusive two-photon DD̄ production plus a linear
background. We expect non-charm and non-exclusive
backgrounds to be nearly linear in Pt(DD̄). The fit
uses a binned-maximum likelihood method with the nor-
malizations of the two components treated as free pa-
rameters. The linear-background component, 1.8 ± 0.6
events for Pt(DD̄) < 0.05 GeV/c2, and the goodness
of fit, "2/d.o.f = 14.2/18, indicate that the events in
the peak region originate primarily from exclusive two-
photon events.

The Pt(DD̄) distribution produced by DD̄" and D"D̄"

events is expected to be distorted by the transverse mo-
mentum of the undetected slow pion(s), which peaks
around 0.05 GeV/c (dashed histogram in Fig. 3). Such a
distortion is not seen in the observed Pt distribution.

We investigate possible backgrounds from non-DD̄
sources using D-sideband events. The histogram in
Fig. 2(c) shows the invariant mass distribution for events
where the D-meson is replaced by a hadron system from a
D-signal mass sideband regions above and below the sig-
nal region with the same width as the signal mass region.
Here we use two types of sideband events: one where one
D-meson candidate is in the signal mass region, and an-
other where both entries are from the sidebands. Since
there is no significant event excess in the former type over
the latter, we conclude that the sideband events are domi-
nated by non-charm backgrounds. We combine them and
appropriately scale in order to compare to the DD̄ signal
yield. We conclude that the candidate events are domi-

FIG. 2: Invariant mass distributions for the (a) D0D̄0 chan-
nels and (b) the D+D! mode. (c) The combined M(DD̄)
distribution. The curves show the fits with (solid) and with-
out (dashed) a resonance component. The histogram shows
the distribution of the events from the D-mass sidebands (see
the text).

nated by DD̄ (inclusive or exclusive) events in the entire
mass region.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the M(DD̄) distributions
for events with | cos #"| < 0.5 and | cos #"| > 0.5, respec-
tively, where #" is the angle of a D meson relative to
the beam axis in the $$ c.m. frame. It is apparent that
the events in the 3.93 GeV/c2 peak tend to concentrate
at small | cos #"| values. The points with error bars in
Fig. 4(c) show the event yields in the 3.91 GeV/c2 to
3.95 GeV/c2 region versus | cos #"|. Background, esti-
mated from events in the M(DD̄) sideband, is indicated
by the histogram. The solid curve in Fig. 4(c) shows
the expectation using sin4 #" to represent the signal from
a spin-2 meson produced with helicity-2 along the inci-
dent axis [11, 12]. A term proportional to 1 + a cos2 #"

that interpolates the background (dotted curve) is also
included. A small nonuniformity of the signal acceptance
in the c.m. angle is taken into account. The comparison
to the data has "2/d.o.f. = 1.9/9. Here the functions
are normalized to the numbers of signal and background
events obtained from the fit of the invariant mass dis-

14 Godfrey & Olsen

Figure 4: Belle’s !c2(2P ) candidate (86): cos "!, the angle of theD meson relative
to the beam axis in the ## center-of-mass frame for events with 3.91 < m(DD̄) <
3.95GeV; the data (circles) are compared with predictions for J = 2 (solid) and
J = 0 (dashed). The background level can be judged from the solid histogram
or the interpolated smooth dotted curve.

substantial DD̄ decay mode strongly favors JP = 0"+, for which the most likely
charmonium assignment is the $##c , the 31S1 charmonium state. The fact that
the lower mass $c(1S) and $c(2S) are also produced in double charm production
seems to support this assignment. The predicted width for a 31S0 state with a
mass of 3943 MeV/c2 is ! 50 MeV/c2 (18), which is in acceptable agreement
with the measured X(3940) width.

However, there are problems with this assignment, the first being that the mea-
sured mass of theX(3940), recently updated by Belle to be (3942±8) MeV/c2 (89),
is below potential model estimates of !4050 MeV/c2 or higher (90). A further
complication is the recent observation by Belle of a mass peak in the D!D̄! sys-
tem recoiling from a J/% in the process e+e" " J/%D!D̄! (89). This state,
designated as X(4160), has a mass of (4156 ± 29) MeV/c2 and a total width of
! = (139+113

"65 ) MeV/c2. Using similar arguments, this latter state could also be
attributed to the 31S0 state. But the X(4160) mass is well above expectations
for the 31S0 and well below those for the 41S0, which is predicted to be near
4400 MeV/c2 (90). Although either the X(3940) or the X(4160) might conceiv-
ably fit a charmonium assignment, it seems very unlikely that both of them could
be accommodated as cc̄ states. The $##c assignment can be tested by studying the
angular distribution of the DD̄! final state and to observe it in ## " DD̄!.

4.2.3 The Y (3940) Belle’s observation of the Y (3940) " &J/% in B "
K&J/% decays (85) has recently been confirmed by BaBar (91). Belle reports
a mass and width of M = (3943 ± 17) MeV/c2 and ! = (87 ± 34) MeV/c2
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J/!
e+

e–

!
!

X

 J = 0, 2 only
N = 49 ± 14 ± 4 

Γγγ (X) × B(X → ωJ/ψ) = 
  (61  ± 17 ± 8 ) eV for JP = 0+ 
  (18  ±  5  ± 2 ) eV for JP = 2+ 
if Γγγ ~ 1 keV (typical for excited charmonium)
ΓωJ/ψ ~ 1 MeV is quite large for conventional charmonium

of the signal MC generation are given below. We confirm
that the experimental mass distributions are consistent with
those of signal MC events.

We find that there are two events in the signal region
with multiple ! candidates, out of 73 events in total; we
choose only one combination in each event, according to
criterion (xi). The fraction is consistent with the 1%–2%
multiple candidate rate expected from the signal MC
sample.

We show the W distribution for the final !! ! !J=c
candidate events in Fig. 3. There is a prominent resonance-
like peak around 3.92 GeV. It is far above the non-!J=c
background contribution, which is estimated from the
events in the ! and J=c mass sidebands (shown as shaded
histograms for comparison); we define eight sideband re-
gions in the plane of Fig. 2(a) with the same dimensions as
the signal region, i.e., each region centered at 3.035, 3.095,
or 3.155 GeV with a width of 0.05 GeV in the M!l"l#$
direction and centered at 0.693, 0.783, and 0.873 GeV with
a width of 0.06 GeV in the M!3"$ direction, and average
the distribution over the eight regions. We modify the W
value of each sideband event plotted in Fig. 3, shifting it by
the difference between the sum of mass coordinates of the
central point of the signal region (3.878 GeV) from that of
the sideband region where the event is found, for compari-
son to the signal-event distribution.

Figure 4(a) shows a scatter plot of the transverse mo-
mentum balance vs W after requirement (xi). A prominent
concentration of events near W % 3:89–3:95 GeV and
jP p&

t j< 0:05 GeV=c is visible; a comparison of the
jP p&

t j projection with signal MC is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Based on these results, and the shape in W (Fig. 3), we
conclude that the concentration of events is due to a
resonance formed in two-photon collisions.

The W distribution for the final candidate events is
fitted by an incoherent sum of resonant and background
components. We adopt an S-wave Breit-Wigner func-
tion with a variable width for the resonant compo-

nent, !2NR="$M2!0=f!W2 #M2$2 "M2!02$g and !0 %
!!p&=p&

0$, where p& is the momentum of the two-body
decay to !J=c , in the rest frame of a parent particle of
massW; p&

0 is the value forW % M [3]. The nominal mass
(M), width (!) and yield parameter (NR) are treated as fit
parameters.
We represent the background component by a quadratic

function of p& that vanishes at the nominal !J=c thresh-
old, Mth % 3:8796 GeV=c2. We also add a constant term,
to represent the high W tail, which, as the sideband study
suggests, is dominated by non-!J=c events. The sum of
the two components has a functional form, f!ap& "
bp&2$ " cg#!W #Mth$, where #!x$ is a unit step function
that is nonzero only for x > 0. The parameters a, b and c
are floated within the constraint that each of the two
background components must be non-negative throughout
the fitting region.
The fit takes into account the W resolution in the mea-

surement, which is approximated by a double-Gaussian
function from the signal MC events (59% of the signal
has a resolution $ of 4.5 MeV, while the remainder has
$ % 16 MeV with the peak position displaced by
#4 MeV). We perform an unbinned maximum likelihood
fit in the region 3:875 GeV<W < 4:2 GeV. The signal
candidates with the smallest W are the two events with W
between 3.879 and 3.880 GeV.
The W dependences of the efficiency and luminosity

function are taken into account in the fitting function. The
efficiency is determined using signal MC events as de-
scribed in detail later. We use the W dependence of the
efficiency for JP % 0" for the nominal fit. Between the
threshold and 3.96 GeV, the W dependence is weak: the
efficiency varies by 10% only, and has a minimum near
W % 3:92 GeV.
The obtained resonance parameters for the mass and the

width are as follows:

M%!3915'3'2$MeV=c2; !%!17'10'3$MeV;

FIG. 3 (color online). TheW distribution of the final candidate
events (dots with error bars). The shaded histogram is the
distribution of non-!J=c backgrounds estimated from the side-
band distributions. The bold solid, thinner solid and dashed
curves are the total, resonance, and background contributions,
respectively, from the standard fit (see the text). The dot-dashed
curve is the fit without a resonance.

FIG. 4. (a) Scatter plot of pt balance vs W for the final
candidate events in which only requirement (xii) is omitted.
(b) The projection onto the pt balance axis for events with W <
3:95 GeV. The dashed histogram is the expectation from signal
MC events, normalized to the number of signal candidates in the
selected region. The pt balance requirement is indicated by the
arrow.
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of the signal MC generation are given below. We confirm
that the experimental mass distributions are consistent with
those of signal MC events.

We find that there are two events in the signal region
with multiple ! candidates, out of 73 events in total; we
choose only one combination in each event, according to
criterion (xi). The fraction is consistent with the 1%–2%
multiple candidate rate expected from the signal MC
sample.

We show the W distribution for the final !! ! !J=c
candidate events in Fig. 3. There is a prominent resonance-
like peak around 3.92 GeV. It is far above the non-!J=c
background contribution, which is estimated from the
events in the ! and J=c mass sidebands (shown as shaded
histograms for comparison); we define eight sideband re-
gions in the plane of Fig. 2(a) with the same dimensions as
the signal region, i.e., each region centered at 3.035, 3.095,
or 3.155 GeV with a width of 0.05 GeV in the M!l"l#$
direction and centered at 0.693, 0.783, and 0.873 GeV with
a width of 0.06 GeV in the M!3"$ direction, and average
the distribution over the eight regions. We modify the W
value of each sideband event plotted in Fig. 3, shifting it by
the difference between the sum of mass coordinates of the
central point of the signal region (3.878 GeV) from that of
the sideband region where the event is found, for compari-
son to the signal-event distribution.

Figure 4(a) shows a scatter plot of the transverse mo-
mentum balance vs W after requirement (xi). A prominent
concentration of events near W % 3:89–3:95 GeV and
jP p&

t j< 0:05 GeV=c is visible; a comparison of the
jP p&

t j projection with signal MC is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Based on these results, and the shape in W (Fig. 3), we
conclude that the concentration of events is due to a
resonance formed in two-photon collisions.

The W distribution for the final candidate events is
fitted by an incoherent sum of resonant and background
components. We adopt an S-wave Breit-Wigner func-
tion with a variable width for the resonant compo-

nent, !2NR="$M2!0=f!W2 #M2$2 "M2!02$g and !0 %
!!p&=p&

0$, where p& is the momentum of the two-body
decay to !J=c , in the rest frame of a parent particle of
massW; p&

0 is the value forW % M [3]. The nominal mass
(M), width (!) and yield parameter (NR) are treated as fit
parameters.
We represent the background component by a quadratic

function of p& that vanishes at the nominal !J=c thresh-
old, Mth % 3:8796 GeV=c2. We also add a constant term,
to represent the high W tail, which, as the sideband study
suggests, is dominated by non-!J=c events. The sum of
the two components has a functional form, f!ap& "
bp&2$ " cg#!W #Mth$, where #!x$ is a unit step function
that is nonzero only for x > 0. The parameters a, b and c
are floated within the constraint that each of the two
background components must be non-negative throughout
the fitting region.
The fit takes into account the W resolution in the mea-

surement, which is approximated by a double-Gaussian
function from the signal MC events (59% of the signal
has a resolution $ of 4.5 MeV, while the remainder has
$ % 16 MeV with the peak position displaced by
#4 MeV). We perform an unbinned maximum likelihood
fit in the region 3:875 GeV<W < 4:2 GeV. The signal
candidates with the smallest W are the two events with W
between 3.879 and 3.880 GeV.
The W dependences of the efficiency and luminosity

function are taken into account in the fitting function. The
efficiency is determined using signal MC events as de-
scribed in detail later. We use the W dependence of the
efficiency for JP % 0" for the nominal fit. Between the
threshold and 3.96 GeV, the W dependence is weak: the
efficiency varies by 10% only, and has a minimum near
W % 3:92 GeV.
The obtained resonance parameters for the mass and the

width are as follows:

M%!3915'3'2$MeV=c2; !%!17'10'3$MeV;

FIG. 3 (color online). TheW distribution of the final candidate
events (dots with error bars). The shaded histogram is the
distribution of non-!J=c backgrounds estimated from the side-
band distributions. The bold solid, thinner solid and dashed
curves are the total, resonance, and background contributions,
respectively, from the standard fit (see the text). The dot-dashed
curve is the fit without a resonance.

FIG. 4. (a) Scatter plot of pt balance vs W for the final
candidate events in which only requirement (xii) is omitted.
(b) The projection onto the pt balance axis for events with W <
3:95 GeV. The dashed histogram is the expectation from signal
MC events, normalized to the number of signal candidates in the
selected region. The pt balance requirement is indicated by the
arrow.
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yet another in the Y(3940) family
PRL 104, 092001 (2010)
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Range: ±(!(stat.)"!(sys.))

4 states in the Y(3940) family



Charged exotic -- the Z+ family
a smoking gun?

Most of the new resonances are “charmonium-like”, but 
does not quite fit the charmonium spectra

All these new resonances have one thing in common: 
charge = neutral

Any charged ones?

25



Z(4430)+

Charmonium-like states with non-zero charge 
will clearly distinguish multi-quark states from 
charmonia or hybrids

Search for charged states in

26

B+ → K+π0ψ� and B+ → K0π+ψ�



Z(4430)+
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Dalitz plot for signal events

We select events with |Mbc ! mB| < 0.0071 GeV (mB = 5.279 GeV, is the world average
B-meson mass [21]) and |!E| < 0.034 GeV, which are ±2.5! windows around the nominal
peak values.

The invariant mass of the selected B " K"#! candidate tracks is kinematically con-
strained to equal mB. This improves the #! " $+$" (J/# " $+$") mass resolution to
! = 4.4 MeV (5.3 MeV). We require M($+$") computed with the fitted lepton four-vectors
to be within ±2.5! of m!! (mJ/!), the world average #! (J/#) mass [21].

For the #! " $+$" mode we compute M("#!) as M("$+$") ! M($+$") + m!! ; for #! "
"+""J/# decays, we use M("#!) = M(""+""J/#)!M("+""J/#)+m!! . Simulations of the
two #! decay modes indicate that the experimental resolution for M("+#!) is ! # 2.5 MeV
for both modes.

FIG. 1: The M2(K!) (horizontal) vs. M2(!"!) (vertical) Dalitz-plot distribution for B0 "
K"!+"! candidate events.

Figure 1 shows a Dalitz plot of M2(K"+) (horizontal) vs. M2("+#!) (vertical) for the
B " K"+#! candidate events. Here, a distinct band at M2

K" # 0.8 GeV2, corresponding
to B " K#(890)#!; K#(890) " K", is evident. In addition, there are signs of a K#

2(1430)
signal near M2

K" = 2.0 GeV2. The B " K#(890)#! events are used to calibrate the Mbc and
!E peak positions and widths.

Some clustering of events in a horizontal band is evident in the upper half of the Dalitz plot
near M2("#!) # 20 GeV2. To study these events with the e"ects of the known K" resonant
states minimized, we restrict our analysis to the events with |M(K")!mK"(890)| $ 0.1 GeV
and |M(K") ! mK"

2
(1430)| $ 0.1 GeV. In the following, we refer to this requirement as the

K# veto.
The open histogram in Fig. 2 shows the M("+#!) distribution for selected events with

the K# veto applied. The bin width is 10 MeV. The shaded histogram shows the scaled
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distribution from !E sidebands (|!E ± 0.070| < 0.034 GeV). Here a strong enhancement
is evident near M(!"!) !4.43 GeV.
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FIG. 2: The M(!+"!) distribution for events in the Mbc-!E signal region and with the K" veto

applied. The shaded histogram show the scaled results from the !E sideband. The solid curves
show the results of the fit described in the text.

We perform a binned maximum-likelihood fit to the M(!"!) invariant mass distribution
using a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner (BW) function to model the peak plus a smooth
phase-space-like function fcont(M), where fcont(M) = Ncontq"(Q1/2 + A1Q3/2 + A2Q5/2).
Here q" is the momentum of the !+ in the !"! rest frame and Q = Mmax " M , where
Mmax = 4.78 GeV is the maximum M(!"!) value possible for B # K!"! decay. The
normalization Ncont and two shape parameters A1 and A2 are free parameters in the fit.
This form for fcont(M) is chosen because it mimics two-body phase-space behavior at the
lower and upper mass boundaries. (Since the M(!"!) distribution for the non-peaking B-
decay events and the !E sideband events have a similar shape, we represent them both
with a single function.)

The results of the fit, shown as smooth curves in Fig. 2, are tabulated in Table I. The
fit quality is #2 = 80.2 for 94 degrees of freedom. The significance of the peak, determined
from the change in log likelihood when the signal and its associated degrees of freedom are
removed from the fit, is 6.5$.

TABLE I: Results of the fit shown in Fig. 2.

Nsig Ncont BW Mass (GeV) " (GeV)

121 ± 30 766 ± 39 4.433 ± 0.004 0.045+0.018
#0.013

6

M(π+ψ�)

S.K. Choi et al., PRL 100, 142001 (2008)

mass to be greater than 0.44 GeV and jM!!"!#‘"‘#$ #
M!‘"‘#$ # 0:589 GeVj< 0:0076 GeV, which is %2:5",
where " is the rms resolution.

We suppress continuum e"e# ! q !q events, where q &
u, d, s or c, by requiring R2 < 0:4, where R2 is the second
normalized Fox-Wolfram event-shape moment [19]. We
also require j cos#Bj< 0:9, where #B is the angle between
the B meson and e" beam directions [20].

We identify B mesons using the beam-constrained mass

Mbc &
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E2
beam # p2

B

q
and the energy difference "E &

Ebeam # EB, where Ebeam is the c.m.s. beam energy, pB
is the vector sum of the c.m.s. momenta of the B meson
decay products and EB is their c.m.s. energy sum. We
select events with jMbc #mBj< 0:0071 GeV (mB &
5:279 GeV, is the world-average B-meson mass [21]) and
j"Ej< 0:034 GeV, which are %2:5" windows around the
nominal peak values.

The invariant mass of the selected B! K! 0 candidate
tracks is kinematically constrained to equal mB. This im-
proves the  0 ! ‘"‘# (J= ! ‘"‘#) mass resolution to
" & 4:4 MeV (5.3 MeV). We require M!‘"‘#$ computed
with the fitted lepton four-vectors to be within %2:5" of
m 0 (mJ= ), the world-average  0 (J= ) mass [21].

For the  0 ! ‘"‘# mode we compute M!! 0$
as M!!‘"‘#$ #M!‘"‘#$ "m 0 ; for  0 ! !"!#J= 
decays, we use M!! 0$ & M!!!"!#J= $ #
M!!"!#J= $ " m 0 . Simulations of the two  0 decay
modes indicate that the experimental resolution for
M!!" 0$ is " ’ 2:5 MeV for both modes.

Figure 1 shows a Dalitz plot of M2!K!"$ (horizontal)
vs: M2!!" 0$ (vertical) for the B! K!" 0 candidate

events. Here, a distinct band at M2
K! ’ 0:8 GeV2, corre-

sponding to B! K'!890$ 0; K'!890$ ! K!, is evident.
In addition, there are signs of a K'

2!1430$ signal near
M2
K! & 2:0 GeV2. The B! K'!890$ 0 events are used

to calibrate the Mbc and "E peak positions and widths.
Some clustering of events in a horizontal band is evident

in the upper half of the Dalitz plot near M2!! 0$ ’
20 GeV2. To study these events with the effects of the
known K! resonant states minimized, we restrict our
analysis to the events with jM!K!$ #mK'!890$j (
0:1 GeV and jM!K!$ #mK'

2!1430$j ( 0:1 GeV. In the fol-
lowing, we refer to this requirement as the K' veto.

The open histogram in Fig. 2 shows the M!!" 0$ dis-
tribution for selected events with the K' veto applied. The
bin width is 10 MeV. The shaded histogram shows the
scaled distribution from "E sidebands (j"E% 0:070j<
0:034 GeV). Here a strong enhancement is evident near
M!! 0$ ) 4:43 GeV.

We perform a binned maximum-likelihood fit to the
M!! 0$ invariant mass distribution using a relativistic
S-wave Breit Wigner (BW) function to model the peak
plus a smooth phase-space-like function fcont!M$, where
fcont!M$ & N contq'!Q1=2 " A1Q3=2 " A2Q5=2$. Here q'

is the momentum of the !" in the ! 0 rest frame and Q &
Mmax #M, where Mmax & 4:78 GeV is the maximum
M!! 0$ value possible for B! K! 0 decay. The normal-
ization N cont and two shape parameters A1 and A2 are free
parameters in the fit. This form for fcont!M$ is chosen
because it mimics two-body phase-space behavior at the
lower and upper mass boundaries. [Since the M!! 0$

FIG. 1. The M2!K!$ (horizontal) vs M2!! 0$ (vertical)
Dalitz-plot distribution for B0 ! K#!" 0 candidate events.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The M!!" 0$ distribution for events in
the Mbc # "E signal region and with the K' veto applied. The
shaded histogram show the scaled results from the "E sideband.
The solid curves show the results of the fit described in the text.
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distribution for the nonpeaking B-decay events and the !E
sideband events have a similar shape, we represent them
both with a single function.]

The results of the fit, shown as smooth curves in Fig. 2,
are tabulated in Table I. The fit quality is !2 ! 80:2 for 94"

of freedom. The significance of the peak, determined from
the change in log likelihood when the signal and its asso-
ciated degrees of freedom are removed from the fit, is 6:5".

We fit M## 0$ distributions for various subsets of the
data. The results are summarized in Table II.

There are significant (i.e. significance of 4:5" or more)
signals with consistent mass values in both the  0 !
#%#&J= and  0 ! ‘%‘& subsamples. However, the
width of the peak in the  0 ! ‘%‘& subsample is substan-
tially wider than that for the #%#&J= subsample. Fitting
the two measured widths to a common value gives a !2 !
4:8 for 1 degree of freedom. The corresponding confidence
level is ’3%.

The fitted values for the signal yields are highly corre-
lated with the widths. To compare the yields in each sub-
channel, we refit the distributions using a width that is fixed
at the " ! 0:045 GeV value determined from the common
fit. These values are listed in the fifth column of Table II.
The ratio of ‘‘constrained’’ signal yields for the #%#&J= 
and ‘%‘& subsamples (see Table II) is 1:09' 0:35, in good
agreement with the MC-determined acceptance ratio of
1.23.

Table II also shows the results from dividing the data
sample into ‘%‘& ! e%e& and $%$&, and charged kaon
and K0

S ! #%#& subsets. We see signals in both the e%e&

(3:5") and $%$& modes (5:2") with consistent mass and
width values, and with constrained yields that are consis-
tent with the expected e%e&=$%$& acceptance ratio of
0.61. There are too few events in the K0

S sample to enable a
stable fit with yield, mass and width all allowed to vary.
With the width fixed at the value found for the charged

kaon sample, the fit returns a 19' 8 event signal with 2:0"
significance and a consistent mass value. The observed
signal yield in the K0

S sample agrees with expectations
[22] based on scaling the charged kaon signal by the
K0
S=K

' acceptance ratio (0.19).
The last row of Table II shows the results of a fit to the

M## 0$ distribution for the case where the K( veto is
replaced by a less stringent requirement that only elimi-
nates the core of the K(#890$ peak: jM#K#$ &mK(#890$j )
0:05 GeV. Here the observed signal increases and its sta-
tistical significance improves to 7:1".

The M#K#$ distribution for events within '0:03 GeV
of the peak at 4.43 GeV is shown in Fig. 3. Here the K(

veto, which excludes the regions indicated by the double-
sided arrows in the figure, has been removed. The shaded
histogram is the scaled !E sideband data. Aside from the
K(#890$ resonance events, which are removed by the K(

veto, no dramatic features are evident.
We considered the possibility that interference between

S-, P- and D-waves in the K# system might produce a
structure similar to that which is observed. (There are
F-wave and higher K# resonances listed in the PDG
tables; however, even the lowest mass F-wave entry, the
K(

3#1780$, is not kinematically accessible in B! K# 0

decay.) We find that with only these three partial waves, it
is not possible to produce a # 0 invariant mass peak near
4.43 GeV that is as narrow as the one we see without other,
even more dramatic, accompanying structures.

We applied the same analysis to large MC samples of
generic B meson decays and found no evidence of peaking
in the # 0 invariant mass distribution.

The product branching fraction is determined using MC-
computed acceptance values and world-average values for
 0 and J= branching fractions [21]. For this calculation,
we only use the signal yield from the B0 ! K*#' 0 decay
sample. The resulting product branching fraction is

 B ! #B0 ! K&Z%#4430$"+B!Z%#4430$ ! #% 0"
! #4:1' 1:0' 1:4$ + 10&5; (1)

where Z%#4430$ is used to denote the observed structure,

TABLE I. Results of the fit shown in Fig. 2.

Nsig N cont BW Mass (GeV) " (GeV)

121' 30 766' 39 4:433' 0:004 0:045%0:018
&0:013

TABLE II. Results of fits to different subsamples of the data

Subset Mass Width Significance Constr. yield

(GeV) (GeV) (") (" ! 0:045 GeV)
#%#&J= 4:435' 0:004 0:026%0:013

&0:008 4.5 64' 15

‘%‘& 4:435' 0:010 0:094%0:042
&0:030 4.7 59' 13

e%e& 4:430' 0:009 0:056%0:028
&0:020 3.5 41' 12

$%$& 4:434' 0:004 0:038%0:023
&0:013 5.2 80' 16

K'#* 0 4:434' 0:005 0:048%0:019
&0:014 6.0 102' 18

K0
S#

* 0 4:430' 0:009 0:048-fixed 2.0 19' 8

K( veto 4:437' 0:005 0:063%0:024
&0:017 7.1 170' 26
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7.1 σ

distribution for the nonpeaking B-decay events and the !E
sideband events have a similar shape, we represent them
both with a single function.]

The results of the fit, shown as smooth curves in Fig. 2,
are tabulated in Table I. The fit quality is !2 ! 80:2 for 94"

of freedom. The significance of the peak, determined from
the change in log likelihood when the signal and its asso-
ciated degrees of freedom are removed from the fit, is 6:5".

We fit M## 0$ distributions for various subsets of the
data. The results are summarized in Table II.

There are significant (i.e. significance of 4:5" or more)
signals with consistent mass values in both the  0 !
#%#&J= and  0 ! ‘%‘& subsamples. However, the
width of the peak in the  0 ! ‘%‘& subsample is substan-
tially wider than that for the #%#&J= subsample. Fitting
the two measured widths to a common value gives a !2 !
4:8 for 1 degree of freedom. The corresponding confidence
level is ’3%.

The fitted values for the signal yields are highly corre-
lated with the widths. To compare the yields in each sub-
channel, we refit the distributions using a width that is fixed
at the " ! 0:045 GeV value determined from the common
fit. These values are listed in the fifth column of Table II.
The ratio of ‘‘constrained’’ signal yields for the #%#&J= 
and ‘%‘& subsamples (see Table II) is 1:09' 0:35, in good
agreement with the MC-determined acceptance ratio of
1.23.

Table II also shows the results from dividing the data
sample into ‘%‘& ! e%e& and $%$&, and charged kaon
and K0

S ! #%#& subsets. We see signals in both the e%e&

(3:5") and $%$& modes (5:2") with consistent mass and
width values, and with constrained yields that are consis-
tent with the expected e%e&=$%$& acceptance ratio of
0.61. There are too few events in the K0

S sample to enable a
stable fit with yield, mass and width all allowed to vary.
With the width fixed at the value found for the charged

kaon sample, the fit returns a 19' 8 event signal with 2:0"
significance and a consistent mass value. The observed
signal yield in the K0

S sample agrees with expectations
[22] based on scaling the charged kaon signal by the
K0
S=K

' acceptance ratio (0.19).
The last row of Table II shows the results of a fit to the

M## 0$ distribution for the case where the K( veto is
replaced by a less stringent requirement that only elimi-
nates the core of the K(#890$ peak: jM#K#$ &mK(#890$j )
0:05 GeV. Here the observed signal increases and its sta-
tistical significance improves to 7:1".

The M#K#$ distribution for events within '0:03 GeV
of the peak at 4.43 GeV is shown in Fig. 3. Here the K(

veto, which excludes the regions indicated by the double-
sided arrows in the figure, has been removed. The shaded
histogram is the scaled !E sideband data. Aside from the
K(#890$ resonance events, which are removed by the K(

veto, no dramatic features are evident.
We considered the possibility that interference between

S-, P- and D-waves in the K# system might produce a
structure similar to that which is observed. (There are
F-wave and higher K# resonances listed in the PDG
tables; however, even the lowest mass F-wave entry, the
K(

3#1780$, is not kinematically accessible in B! K# 0

decay.) We find that with only these three partial waves, it
is not possible to produce a # 0 invariant mass peak near
4.43 GeV that is as narrow as the one we see without other,
even more dramatic, accompanying structures.

We applied the same analysis to large MC samples of
generic B meson decays and found no evidence of peaking
in the # 0 invariant mass distribution.

The product branching fraction is determined using MC-
computed acceptance values and world-average values for
 0 and J= branching fractions [21]. For this calculation,
we only use the signal yield from the B0 ! K*#' 0 decay
sample. The resulting product branching fraction is

 B ! #B0 ! K&Z%#4430$"+B!Z%#4430$ ! #% 0"
! #4:1' 1:0' 1:4$ + 10&5; (1)

where Z%#4430$ is used to denote the observed structure,

TABLE I. Results of the fit shown in Fig. 2.

Nsig N cont BW Mass (GeV) " (GeV)

121' 30 766' 39 4:433' 0:004 0:045%0:018
&0:013

TABLE II. Results of fits to different subsamples of the data

Subset Mass Width Significance Constr. yield

(GeV) (GeV) (") (" ! 0:045 GeV)
#%#&J= 4:435' 0:004 0:026%0:013

&0:008 4.5 64' 15

‘%‘& 4:435' 0:010 0:094%0:042
&0:030 4.7 59' 13

e%e& 4:430' 0:009 0:056%0:028
&0:020 3.5 41' 12

$%$& 4:434' 0:004 0:038%0:023
&0:013 5.2 80' 16

K'#* 0 4:434' 0:005 0:048%0:019
&0:014 6.0 102' 18

K0
S#

* 0 4:430' 0:009 0:048-fixed 2.0 19' 8

K( veto 4:437' 0:005 0:063%0:024
&0:017 7.1 170' 26
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Search for Z(4430)+ by BaBar
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Z(4430)+ -- BaBar vs. Belle

Not inconsistent with each other!
29
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Z(4430)+ Dalitz analysis (Belle)
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and the !E sidebands defined as j!E! 70 MeVj<
34 MeV. To improve the definition of the Dalitz plot
boundaries for both signal and sideband events, we per-
form a mass-constrained fit to the B candidates from both
regions. Simulations of the two c 0 decay modes indicate
that the experimental resolution for M"!#c 0$ is " %
2:5 MeV=c2 for both modes.

III. DALITZ PLOT DISTRIBUTION

We sum the Dalitz distributions for "B0 ! K&!#c 0 and
B# ! K0

S!
#c 0 candidates. Because of the mass differ-

ence between K& and K0
S, the corresponding Dalitz plots

have slightly different boundaries. We find that this has a
negligible effect on the results of the Dalitz analysis. The
Dalitz plot for the!E signal region is shown in Fig. 1. Here
vertical bands corresponding to the K'"892$ and the
K'"1430$ are evident. The horizontal cluster of entries in
the vicinity of M2"!#c 0$ ( 20 GeV2=c4 constitutes the
Z"4430$# signal reported in Ref. [2].

In the following, we illustrate the results of different fits
using projected histograms of the slices of the Dalitz plot
indicated by the vertical solid lines and horizontal dashed
lines shown in Fig. 1. The three horizontal slices corre-
spond to M"!#c 0$ regions below, around, and above the
Z"4430$# mass region. The five vertical slices distinguish
the K'"892$ and M"K!#$ ’ 1:4 GeV=c2 regions and

bands above, below, and in between them. The sum of
the latter three projections corresponds to the K' veto used
in Ref. [2].

IV. FORMALISM OF THE DALITZ ANALYSIS

The decay B ! K!#c 0 with the c 0 reconstructed in the
‘#‘& decay mode is described by four variables (assuming
the width of the c 0 to be negligible). These are taken to be
M"!#c 0$, M"K!#$, the c 0 helicity angle (#), and the
angle between the c 0 production and decay planes ($).
In this analysis we integrate over the angular variables #
and$. TheMC simulation indicates that the reconstruction
efficiency is almost uniform over the full $ angular range;
after integration over this angle the contribution from
interference between the different c 0 helicity states is
negligibly small. This allows the c 0 to be treated as a
stable particle in the Dalitz analysis.
In the c 0 ! !#!&J=c channel, the c 0 is likewise

treated as stable. The !#!& system in this decay is pre-
dominantly in an S wave [9]; in this limit, the c 0 and J=c
helicity states are the same, and we again find negligible
interference contributions after integration over decay an-
gles. Thus, our approach is the same as in the Dalitz
analysis of the "B0 ! K&!#%c1 decays in Ref. [3].
The amplitude for the three-body decay B ! K!#c 0 is

a sum over different quasi-two-body modes; resonances
are described by relativistic Breit-Wigner functions with
angular dependence. As the default fit model, we include
all known low-lying K!# resonances [the & or K'"800$,
and the K'"892$, K'"1410$, K'

0"1430$, K'
2"1430$, and

K'"1680$] and a single exotic !#c 0 resonance. In addition
to the physics model, the fit function includes a back-
ground term derived from the !E sidebands and is modu-
lated by the MC-determined experimental efficiency. The
MC sample is generated using the world-average c 0

branching fractions [8] while to fix the relative fractions
of the B0 and B# contributions we use isospin symmetry.
The Dalitz plots for the !E sideband and the MC sample
are smoothed. The expression for the amplitudes, signal
component of the fit function, and other details of the
fitting procedure are the same as used in the analysis
described in Ref. [3].

V. FIT RESULTS

The eight projected Dalitz plot slices with fit results for
the default model superimposed are shown in Fig. 2. The
Z"4430$# signal is most clearly seen in the third vertical
slice. The sum of the 1st, 3rd, and 5th vertical slices (i.e. a
Dalitz plot projection with theK' veto applied) is shown in
Fig. 3. The !#c 0 resonance parameters determined from
the fit are M % "4443#15

&12$ MeV=c2 and # %
"107#86

&43$ MeV. The central values agree well with the
parameters reported in Ref. [2], while the errors are some-
what larger. The statistical significance, calculated from
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FIG. 1. The B ! K!#c 0 Dalitz plot for the !E signal region.
The solid (dashed) lines delimit the five vertical (three horizon-
tal) slices that are used to present the fit results in subsequent
figures. The coordinates of the vertical lines are M2"K!#$ %
"0:796$2 GeV2=c4, "0:996$2 GeV2=c4, "1:332$2 GeV2=c4, and
"1:532$2 GeV2=c4; the coordinates of the horizontal lines are
M2"!#c 0$ % 19:0 GeV2=c4 and 20:5 GeV2=c4.
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the change in 2 logL when the Z!4430"# is included in the
fit (taking the added degrees of freedom into account), is
6:4!. The fit fractions and significances for all of the
components are listed in Table I. The confidence level
(C.L.) of the fit model with (without) the Z!4430"# is
36% (0.1%). The C.L.’s are determined using ensembles
of the MC simulated experiments.

To study the model dependence, we consider a variety of
other fit hypotheses. These include successively removing
each K$ resonance component; adding, for each case, a
nonresonant phase-space term; relaxing the constraints on
the " mass and width; replacing the " with the LASS
group’s parametrization for the K# S-wave amplitude
[10], and including another J % 1 (J % 2) K$ resonance
with mass and width left as free parameters. The lowest
Z!4430"# significance of 5:4! corresponds to the model
with a nonresonant phase-space term and a new J % 2 K$

resonance. We treat the maximum variation of the
Z!4430"# parameters from these different fit models as

the systematic uncertainty. The resulting uncertainty esti-
mates are given in the first row of Table II.
We find the uncertainty due to the variation of the r

parameter in the Blatt-Weisskopf form factors [11] to be
negligible. The contribution of the uncertainties in the
mass and width of intermediate K$ resonances that are
fixed in the fit is also found to be negligible.
We vary the assumption about the value of the B decay

orbital angular momentum (L) for those cases where sev-
eral possibilities exist. The resulting uncertainties are given
in the second row in Table II.
In the fits described above, the spin of the Z!4430"# is

assumed to be zero. We find that the J % 1 assumption
does not significantly improve the fit quality. The varia-
tions in the Z!4430"# parameters for the different spin
assignments are considered as systematic uncertainties
and are listed in the third row in Table II.
We consider alternative smoothing procedures for !E

sidebands and MC samples. The corresponding variations
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resonances and a single (without any) ##c 0 state, and the dashed histograms represent the background.
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without Z

With Z(4430)
 K* veto applied

6.4!

M2("+!(2S))          (GeV2 )

of the Z!4430"# parameters are given in the fourth row in
Table II.
To obtain the total systematic uncertainties, the

values given in Table II are added in quadrature. The
resulting mass, width, and fit fraction are M $
!4443#15#19

%12%13" MeV=c2, ! $ !107#86#74
%43%56" MeV, and f $

!5:7#3:1#9:4
%1:6%2:7"%.

VI. OTHER FITS

In principle, more complex mass structures can be pro-
duced by reflections from higher K!# partial waves. To
examine this, we perform the Dalitz plot fit with a
K&

3!1780" resonance term added to the default model (see
Fig. 4). In this case, the Z!4430"# signal persists with mass
and width within 1" of their default model values and with
a statistical significance of 4:7". However, theK&

3!1780" fit
fractions—6.8% and 6.6% for the Z!4430"# and
non-Z!4430"# hypotheses, respectively—are very large
for a resonance with a peak mass that is'180 MeV=c2 ( ’
1:2!K&

3!1780") above the kinematic limit for B ! K!#c 0

decays and for which only a small portion of the low-mass
tail of the resonance is accessible. Moreover B !
K&

3!1780"c 0 decay has an L ( 2 centrifugal barrier and
the K&

3!1780" ! K! branching fraction is only !18:8)
1:0"% [8]. For these reasons, the 4:7" significance estimate
from this fit model is likely to be an underestimate of the
real value. Studies of other B decays where the K&

3!1780"
can contribute (e.g. B ! K!#J=c and B ! K&!#c 0)
may provide further insight. The C.L. of the default model
with an additional contribution from the K&

3!1780" is 58%
(6%) for the Z!4430"# (non-Z!4430"#) hypothesis. The
significant Z!4430"# contribution is concentrated in a
small area of the Dalitz plot.
If a second Z state is added to the fit, we find a mass

M' 4:3 GeV=c2 and a width !' 0:2 GeV, with a signifi-
cance of 3:9".
Angular distributions for c 0 decays can be predicted

based on the Dalitz plot fit results and therefore provide
a useful cross-check (see Ref. [3] for details). We find good
agreement between data and predictions for various fit
models. The statistics are not sufficient to discriminate
between models in our approach.

VII. BRANCHING FRACTIONS

To measure branching fractions we use only "B0 !
K%!#c 0 decays. The yields of these decays with the c 0

reconstructed in the ‘#‘% and !#!%J=c channels are
found from fits to the#E distributions to be 1089) 34 and
1166) 37, respectively.
To determine the experimental efficiency, we used the

phase-space MC events weighted according to the results
of the Dalitz plot fit. The efficiencies are !19:2) 1:4"%
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FIG. 3 (color online). The Dalitz plot projection with the K&

veto applied. The points with error bars represent data, the solid
(dotted) histogram is the Dalitz plot fit result for the fit model
with all K! resonances and a single (without any) !#c 0 state,
and the dashed histogram represents the background.

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties in the Z!4430"# mass,
width, and fit fraction due to various sources.

M, MeV=c2 !, MeV Fit fraction, %

Fit model #14
%13

#56
%52

#36
%2:7

L assignment #8
%0

#44
%0

#2:0
%0:0

Z spin assignment #9
%0

#8
%0

#8:4
%0

Smoothing procedure #4
%3

#17
%23

#0:5
%0:2

TABLE I. The fit fractions and significances of all contribu-
tions for the fit models with the default set of K!# resonances
and a single !#c 0 resonance.

Contribution Fit fraction (%) Significance

Z!4430"# 5:7#3:1
%1:6 6:4"

# 4:1#3:4
%1:1 1:5"

K&!892" 64:8#3:8
%3:5 large

K&!1410" 5:5#8:8
%1:5 0:5"

K&
0!1430" 5:3) 2:6 1:3"

K&
2!1430" 5:5#1:6

%1:4 3:1"

K&!1680" 2:8#5:8
%1:0 1:2"
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• M = (4443+15
−12

+19
−13) MeV/c2

• Γ = (107+86
−43

+74
−56) MeV
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• Belle studied B0 → χc1π+K−
with χc1J/ψγ

• observed clear signals for both B0
and χc1

• fit to the Dalitz plot strongly prefers two new resonances,

Z(4050)+ and Z(4250)+; data favor two Z+
against one at 5.7σ

• spins are not determined

Youngjoon Kwon Exotic particles from Belle EXHIC @ YITP, May. 20, 2010

more Z+ states: Z+ → χc1π+
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• Belle studied B0 → χc1π+K−
with χc1J/ψγ

• observed clear signals for both B0
and χc1

• fit to the Dalitz plot strongly prefers two new resonances,

Z(4050)+ and Z(4250)+; data favor two Z+
against one at 5.7σ

• spins are not determined

Youngjoon Kwon Exotic particles from Belle EXHIC @ YITP, May. 20, 2010
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FIG. 3: (a) The Rb and (b) the ratio between ![e+e! ! !(nS)"+"!] and ![e+e! ! bb] as a function of CM energy; (c) the
energy-dependent cross section ratios for e+e! ! !(nS)"+"! events, the result of fits with resonant parameters from Rb or
PDG averages are superimposed. The horizontal dotted line in (a) is the non-interfering |Anr|2 contribution in the fit. The
vertical dashed line indicates the energy at which the hadronic cross section is maximal.

rad, µ10860 = 10879 ± 3 MeV/c2 , and !10860 = 46+9
!7

MeV/c2. These values are consistent with those obtained
in Ref. [16]. The quality of the fit is !2 = 4.4 for 9 degrees
of freedom.

Figure 3(b) shows the ratio between "[e+e! !
"(nS)#+#!] and "[e+e! ! bb] as a function of CM
energy. A fit to the "(nS)## cross sections with
µ!(nS)!! = µ10860 and !!(nS)!! = !10860 gives !2 =
37.8 for 16 degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 3(c). This
corresponds to a deviation of 3.2" from the nominal fit
with floated µ!(nS)!! and !!(nS)!!. If we perform a scan
within the region with (µ!(nS)!!"µ10860)2/"(µ10860)2+
(!!(nS)!! " !10860)2/"(!10860)2 # 1, a minimum devia-
tion of 2.3" is found, where "(µ10860) and "(!10860) are
statistical. If the resonant mean and width are fixed to
the results in Ref. [16] or PDG values [17], a deviation of
3.9" or 5.6" is obtained; scans within the 1" bound yield
a deviation of 3.4" or 5.1".

In summary, we report the observation of enhanced
e+e! ! "(1S)#+#!, "(2S)#+#!, and "(3S)#+#! pro-
duction at CM energies between

$
s % 10.83 and 11.02

GeV. The energy-dependent cross sections for e+e! !
"(nS)#+#! events are measured for the first time, and
are found to di#er from the shape of the e+e! ! bb
cross section. A Breit-Wigner resonance shape fit yields
a peak mass of 10888.4+2.7

!2.6 (stat) ± 1.2 (syst) MeV/c2

and a width of 30.7+8.3
!7.0 (stat) ± 3.1 (syst) MeV/c2. A

fit excluding the
$
s & 11.02 GeV data point is consis-

tent with the nominal fit, indicating no strong contribu-
tion of "(nS)## events from "(11020). The "(10860)
shape parameters obtained from our Rb hadronic cross
section measurements are consistent with the measure-
ments from BaBar. The di#erences between the shape
parameters from "(nS)## events and from our Rb mea-
surements are µ!(nS)!! " µ10860 = 9 ± 4 MeV/c2 and

!!(nS)!! " !10860 = "15+11
!12 MeV/c2. A fit to the

e+e! ! "(nS)#+#! cross sections with our measured
"(10860) mean and width yields a deviation of 3.2",
while a deviation of 2.3" is obtained if we allow a max-
imal ±1" drift of the "(10860) shape parameters. The
"(nS)#+#! partial widths were found to be much larger
than the expectations for conventional "(5S) states. As

an extension, energy-dependent "(nS)#+#! production
cross sections are measured; the observed structure devi-
ates from the "(10860) shape obtained from the hadronic
cross sections.
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rad, µ10860 = 10879 ± 3 MeV/c2 , and !10860 = 46+9
!7

MeV/c2. These values are consistent with those obtained
in Ref. [16]. The quality of the fit is !2 = 4.4 for 9 degrees
of freedom.

Figure 3(b) shows the ratio between "[e+e! !
"(nS)#+#!] and "[e+e! ! bb] as a function of CM
energy. A fit to the "(nS)## cross sections with
µ!(nS)!! = µ10860 and !!(nS)!! = !10860 gives !2 =
37.8 for 16 degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 3(c). This
corresponds to a deviation of 3.2" from the nominal fit
with floated µ!(nS)!! and !!(nS)!!. If we perform a scan
within the region with (µ!(nS)!!"µ10860)2/"(µ10860)2+
(!!(nS)!! " !10860)2/"(!10860)2 # 1, a minimum devia-
tion of 2.3" is found, where "(µ10860) and "(!10860) are
statistical. If the resonant mean and width are fixed to
the results in Ref. [16] or PDG values [17], a deviation of
3.9" or 5.6" is obtained; scans within the 1" bound yield
a deviation of 3.4" or 5.1".

In summary, we report the observation of enhanced
e+e! ! "(1S)#+#!, "(2S)#+#!, and "(3S)#+#! pro-
duction at CM energies between

$
s % 10.83 and 11.02

GeV. The energy-dependent cross sections for e+e! !
"(nS)#+#! events are measured for the first time, and
are found to di#er from the shape of the e+e! ! bb
cross section. A Breit-Wigner resonance shape fit yields
a peak mass of 10888.4+2.7

!2.6 (stat) ± 1.2 (syst) MeV/c2

and a width of 30.7+8.3
!7.0 (stat) ± 3.1 (syst) MeV/c2. A

fit excluding the
$
s & 11.02 GeV data point is consis-

tent with the nominal fit, indicating no strong contribu-
tion of "(nS)## events from "(11020). The "(10860)
shape parameters obtained from our Rb hadronic cross
section measurements are consistent with the measure-
ments from BaBar. The di#erences between the shape
parameters from "(nS)## events and from our Rb mea-
surements are µ!(nS)!! " µ10860 = 9 ± 4 MeV/c2 and

!!(nS)!! " !10860 = "15+11
!12 MeV/c2. A fit to the

e+e! ! "(nS)#+#! cross sections with our measured
"(10860) mean and width yields a deviation of 3.2",
while a deviation of 2.3" is obtained if we allow a max-
imal ±1" drift of the "(10860) shape parameters. The
"(nS)#+#! partial widths were found to be much larger
than the expectations for conventional "(5S) states. As

an extension, energy-dependent "(nS)#+#! production
cross sections are measured; the observed structure devi-
ates from the "(10860) shape obtained from the hadronic
cross sections.
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FIG. 3: (a) The Rb and (b) the ratio between ![e+e! ! !(nS)"+"!] and ![e+e! ! bb] as a function of CM energy; (c) the
energy-dependent cross section ratios for e+e! ! !(nS)"+"! events, the result of fits with resonant parameters from Rb or
PDG averages are superimposed. The horizontal dotted line in (a) is the non-interfering |Anr|2 contribution in the fit. The
vertical dashed line indicates the energy at which the hadronic cross section is maximal.

rad, µ10860 = 10879 ± 3 MeV/c2 , and !10860 = 46+9
!7

MeV/c2. These values are consistent with those obtained
in Ref. [16]. The quality of the fit is !2 = 4.4 for 9 degrees
of freedom.

Figure 3(b) shows the ratio between "[e+e! !
"(nS)#+#!] and "[e+e! ! bb] as a function of CM
energy. A fit to the "(nS)## cross sections with
µ!(nS)!! = µ10860 and !!(nS)!! = !10860 gives !2 =
37.8 for 16 degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 3(c). This
corresponds to a deviation of 3.2" from the nominal fit
with floated µ!(nS)!! and !!(nS)!!. If we perform a scan
within the region with (µ!(nS)!!"µ10860)2/"(µ10860)2+
(!!(nS)!! " !10860)2/"(!10860)2 # 1, a minimum devia-
tion of 2.3" is found, where "(µ10860) and "(!10860) are
statistical. If the resonant mean and width are fixed to
the results in Ref. [16] or PDG values [17], a deviation of
3.9" or 5.6" is obtained; scans within the 1" bound yield
a deviation of 3.4" or 5.1".

In summary, we report the observation of enhanced
e+e! ! "(1S)#+#!, "(2S)#+#!, and "(3S)#+#! pro-
duction at CM energies between

$
s % 10.83 and 11.02

GeV. The energy-dependent cross sections for e+e! !
"(nS)#+#! events are measured for the first time, and
are found to di#er from the shape of the e+e! ! bb
cross section. A Breit-Wigner resonance shape fit yields
a peak mass of 10888.4+2.7

!2.6 (stat) ± 1.2 (syst) MeV/c2

and a width of 30.7+8.3
!7.0 (stat) ± 3.1 (syst) MeV/c2. A

fit excluding the
$
s & 11.02 GeV data point is consis-

tent with the nominal fit, indicating no strong contribu-
tion of "(nS)## events from "(11020). The "(10860)
shape parameters obtained from our Rb hadronic cross
section measurements are consistent with the measure-
ments from BaBar. The di#erences between the shape
parameters from "(nS)## events and from our Rb mea-
surements are µ!(nS)!! " µ10860 = 9 ± 4 MeV/c2 and

!!(nS)!! " !10860 = "15+11
!12 MeV/c2. A fit to the

e+e! ! "(nS)#+#! cross sections with our measured
"(10860) mean and width yields a deviation of 3.2",
while a deviation of 2.3" is obtained if we allow a max-
imal ±1" drift of the "(10860) shape parameters. The
"(nS)#+#! partial widths were found to be much larger
than the expectations for conventional "(5S) states. As

an extension, energy-dependent "(nS)#+#! production
cross sections are measured; the observed structure devi-
ates from the "(10860) shape obtained from the hadronic
cross sections.
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TABLE I: CM energy (
!
s), integrated luminosity (L), signal yield (Ns), reconstruction e!ciency, and measured cross section

(!) for e+e! " "(1S)"+"!, "(2S)"+"!, and "(3S)"+"!. Due to a negative yield, an upper limit at 90% confidence level
for ![e+e! " "(3S)"+"!] at

!
s = 10.9555 GeV is given.

e+e! ! !(1S)!+!! e+e! ! !(2S)!+!! e+e! ! !(3S)!+!!

"
s(GeV) L(fb!1) Ns E".(%) "(pb) Ns E".(%) "(pb) Ns E".(%) "(pb)

10.8255 1.73 10.6+4.0
!3.3 43.8 0.56+0.21

!0.18 ± 0.06 24.0+5.6
!4.9 34.9 2.05+0.48

!0.42 ± 0.24 1.8+1.8
!1.1 20.5 0.23+0.23

!0.14 ± 0.03

10.8805 1.89 43.4+7.2
!6.5 43.1 2.14+0.36

!0.32 ± 0.15 68.8+9.0
!8.3 35.4 5.31+0.69

!0.64 ± 0.59 14.9+4.3
!3.7 24.5 1.47+0.43

!0.37 ± 0.18

10.8955 1.46 26.2+5.8
!5.1 43.2 1.68+0.37

!0.33 ± 0.13 45.4+7.4
!6.7 35.6 4.53+0.74

!0.67 ± 0.51 10.3+3.7
!3.1 25.7 1.26+0.45

!0.38 ± 0.15

10.9255 1.18 11.1+4.0
!3.3 42.6 0.89+0.32

!0.27 ± 0.08 9.7+3.8
!3.1 35.9 1.19+0.47

!0.38 ± 0.16 2.9+2.2
!1.5 27.5 0.41+0.31

!0.21 ± 0.05

10.9555 0.99 3.9+2.6
!1.9 42.5 0.37+0.25

!0.18 ± 0.04 2.0+2.0
!1.3 36.4 0.29+0.29

!0.19 ± 0.05 #1.8+2.5
!3.0 29.4 #0.28+0.39

!0.47 ± 0.03 < 0.20

11.0155 0.88 4.9+2.8
!2.1 42.0 0.53+0.31

!0.23 ± 0.05 5.5+3.1
!2.4 36.0 0.90+0.51

!0.39 ± 0.17 4.3+2.6
!1.9 32.7 0.69+0.42

!0.30 ± 0.08

10.8670 21.74 325+20
!19 37.4 1.61± 0.10± 0.12 186± 15 18.9 2.35± 0.19± 0.32 10.5+4.0

!3.3 1.5 1.44+0.55
!0.45 ± 0.19
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FIG. 1: The distributions of #M# [
!
s#M!(nS)] (n = 1, 2, 3) for (a–f) "(1S)"+"!, (g–l) "(2S)"+"!, and (m–r) "(3S)"+"!

events with the fit results superimposed. The six columns of plots represent the data samples collected at di$erent CM energies.
The dashed curves show the background components in the fits.

be less than 0.95. The four-track invariant mass must
satisfy |M(µ+µ!!+!!)!

"
s| < 150 MeV/c2. The trig-

ger e!ciency for four-track events satisfying these criteria
is very close to 100%.
The kinematic variable "M , defined by the di#er-

ence between M(µ+µ!!+!!) and M(µ+µ!), is used
to identify the signal candidates. Sharp signal peaks
are expected at "M =

"
s ! M!(nS). The candidate

events are separated into three distinct regions defined
by |"M ! [

"
s ! M!(nS)]| < 150 MeV/c2 for n = 1, 2,

and 3, and signal yields are extracted from an unbinned
extended maximum likelihood (ML) fit to the "M dis-
tribution within each region. The likelihood function for
each fit is defined as

L(Ns, Nb) =
e!(Ns+Nb)

N !

N
!

i=1

[Ns·Ps("Mi)+Nb·Pb("Mi)] ,

where Ns (Nb) denotes the yield for signal (background),
and Ps (Pb) is the signal (background) probability den-
sity function (PDF). The signal is modelled by a sum of
two Gaussians while the background is approximated by

a linear function. The Gaussians parameterized for the
signal PDF are fixed from the Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lation at each energy point. We fit 18 "M distributions
(shown in Fig. 1 with the fit results superimposed) si-
multaneously with common corrections to the mean and
width of the signal Gaussians.
The measured signal yields, reconstruction e!ciencies,

integrated luminosity, and the production cross sections,
as well as the results from the previous publication [6]
for the data sample collected at

"
s = 10.867 GeV, are

summarized in Table I. The e!ciencies for $(3S)!+!!

are much improved compared to Ref. [6] as the ine!cient
selection criterion "max < 175" has been removed, where
"max is the maximum opening angle between any pair of
charged tracks in the CM frame.
For the cross section measurements, systematic uncer-

tainties are dominated by the $(nS) # µ+µ! branch-
ing fractions, reconstruction e!ciencies, and PDF pa-
rameterization for the fits. Uncertainties of 2.0%, 8.8%,
and 9.6% for the $(1S), $(2S), and $(3S) # µ+µ!

branching fractions are included, respectively. For the
$(1S)!+!! and $(2S)!+!! modes, the reconstruction
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e!ciencies are obtained from MC simulations using the
observed M(!+!!) and cos "Hel (the angle between the
!! and "(10860) momenta in the !+!! rest frame)
distributions in our previous publication as inputs [6].
The uncertainties associated with these distributions give
rise to 2.7%–4.5% and 1.9%–4.2% uncertainties for the
"(1S)!+!! and "(2S)!+!! e!ciencies, respectively.
The ranges on the uncertainty arise from the CM en-
ergy dependence of the !+!! system. We use the model
of Ref. [13] as well as a phase space model as inputs
for "(3S)!+!! measurements; the di#erences in accep-
tance are included as systematic uncertainties. The un-
certainties from the PDF parameterization are estimated
either by replacing the signal PDF with a sum of three
Gaussians, or by replacing the background PDF with a
second-order polynomial. The di#erences between these
alternative fits and the nominal results are taken as the
systematic uncertainties. Other uncertainties include:
tracking e!ciency (1% per charged track), muon iden-
tification (0.5% per muon candidate), electron rejection
for the charged pions (0.1–0.2% per pion), trigger e!cien-
cies (0.1–5.2%), and integrated luminosity (1.4%). The
uncertainties from all sources are added in quadrature.
The total systematic uncertainties are 7%–11%, 11%–
16%, and 12%–14% for the "(1S)!+!!, "(2S)!+!!,
and "(3S)!+!! channels, respectively.

In order to extract the resonance shape, we perform a
#2 fit to the measured production cross sections, includ-
ing the one estimated at

!
s = 10.867 GeV, using the

model $!(nS)!!/$
0
µµ " A!(nS)!!

!

!R0 + ei"BW (µ,$)
!

!

2
,

where $0
µµ = 4!%2/3s is the leading-order e+e! # µ+µ!

cross section and BW (µ,$) is the Breit-Wigner function
1/[(s$ µ2) + iµ$]. The normalizations for "(1S)!+!!,
"(2S)!+!!, and "(3S)!+!! (A!(nS)!!), as well as the
amplitude of the flat componentR0, the mean µ, width $,
and the complex phase & of the parent resonance are free
parameters in the fit. Because of the low statistics, com-
mon resonance parameters are introduced for the three
di#erent final states. Results of the fits, shown as the
smooth curves in Fig. 2, are summarized in Table II.
The fit quality is #2 = 24.6 for 14 degrees of freedom.
An alternative fit without the last data point collected at!
s % 11.02 GeV yields a similar result, µ = 10889.0+5.8

!2.9

MeV/c2, $ = 37+16
!10 MeV/c2, and #2 = 21.3 for 11 de-

grees of freedom. Systematic uncertainties associated
with the cross section measurements are propagated to
the resonance shapes. The fits are repeated, and the
variations on the shape parameters are included as the
systematic uncertainties. In addition to the uncertainties
on the cross sections, the beam energy around "(10860)
is measured by M!(nS)+%M in the "(nS)!+!! events,
and an uncertainty of ±1 MeV is included. For the scan
data, a common energy shift is also obtained from the
fit to "(nS)!+!! events. The relative beam energies
are further checked using the M(µ+µ!) distributions of
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FIG. 2: The CM energy-dependent cross sections for e+e! !
!(nS)!+!! (n = 1, 2, 3) processes normalized to the leading-
order e+e! ! µ+µ! cross sections. The results of the fits are
shown as smooth curves. The vertical dashed line indicates
the energy at which the hadronic cross section is maximal.

µ-pair samples.
The resonance parameters for the "(10860) are de-

termined using energy scan data collected at CM en-
ergies between 10.80 and 11.02 GeV. We measure the
fraction Rb = $b/$0

µµ, where $b = NR2<0.2
b (s)/L'b(s) is

the e+e! # bb hadronic cross section. The number of
e+e! # bb events with R2 < 0.2 (NR2<0.2

b ) is estimated
by subtraction of non-bb events scaled from a data set
collected at

!
s & 10.52 GeV, where R2 denotes the ra-

tio of the second to zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments [14].
Selection criteria for hadronic events are described in
Ref. [15]. The acceptance for e+e! # bb ('b(s)) is found
to vary slightly from 68.1% to 70.5% over the range of
scan energies. The line shape used to model our data is
given by |Anr |2+|A0+A10860ei"10860BW (µ10860,$10860)+
A11020ei"11020BW (µ11020,$11020)|2; this parameteriza-
tion is the same as that used in Ref. [16]. We perform a
#2 fit to our Rb measurements as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
shapes for "(11020) (&11020, µ11020 , and $11020) are fixed
to the values in Ref. [16], since our data points are not
able to constrain the "(11020) parameters. The resulting
shape parameters for the "(10860) are &10860 = 2.33+0.26

!0.24

TABLE II: Cross sections (") at peak, mean (µ), width
("), phase (#), and the amplitude for the constant compo-
nent (R0) from the fit to the CM energy-dependent e+e! !
!(1S)!+!!, !(2S)!+!!, and !(3S)!+!! cross sections.
There are two solutions for # and R0 with identical $2. The
first uncertainty is statistical, and the second is systematic.

!(1S)!! " at peak
!

2.78+0.42
!0.34 ± 0.23

"

pb

!(2S)!! " at peak
!

4.82+0.77
!0.62 ± 0.66

"

pb

!(3S)!! " at peak
!

1.71+0.35
!0.31 ± 0.24

"

pb

µ
!

10888.4+2.7
!2.6 ± 1.2

"

MeV/c2

"
!

30.7+8.3
!7.0 ± 3.1

"

MeV/c2

# (1.97 ± 0.26 ± 0.06) or ("1.74± 0.11± 0.02) rad

R0

!

1.98+0.72
!0.60 ± 0.20

"

or
!

0.87+0.29
!0.22 ± 0.09

"

(GeV)!2

4

e!ciencies are obtained from MC simulations using the
observed M(!+!!) and cos "Hel (the angle between the
!! and "(10860) momenta in the !+!! rest frame)
distributions in our previous publication as inputs [6].
The uncertainties associated with these distributions give
rise to 2.7%–4.5% and 1.9%–4.2% uncertainties for the
"(1S)!+!! and "(2S)!+!! e!ciencies, respectively.
The ranges on the uncertainty arise from the CM en-
ergy dependence of the !+!! system. We use the model
of Ref. [13] as well as a phase space model as inputs
for "(3S)!+!! measurements; the di#erences in accep-
tance are included as systematic uncertainties. The un-
certainties from the PDF parameterization are estimated
either by replacing the signal PDF with a sum of three
Gaussians, or by replacing the background PDF with a
second-order polynomial. The di#erences between these
alternative fits and the nominal results are taken as the
systematic uncertainties. Other uncertainties include:
tracking e!ciency (1% per charged track), muon iden-
tification (0.5% per muon candidate), electron rejection
for the charged pions (0.1–0.2% per pion), trigger e!cien-
cies (0.1–5.2%), and integrated luminosity (1.4%). The
uncertainties from all sources are added in quadrature.
The total systematic uncertainties are 7%–11%, 11%–
16%, and 12%–14% for the "(1S)!+!!, "(2S)!+!!,
and "(3S)!+!! channels, respectively.

In order to extract the resonance shape, we perform a
#2 fit to the measured production cross sections, includ-
ing the one estimated at

!
s = 10.867 GeV, using the

model $!(nS)!!/$
0
µµ " A!(nS)!!

!

!R0 + ei"BW (µ,$)
!

!

2
,

where $0
µµ = 4!%2/3s is the leading-order e+e! # µ+µ!

cross section and BW (µ,$) is the Breit-Wigner function
1/[(s$ µ2) + iµ$]. The normalizations for "(1S)!+!!,
"(2S)!+!!, and "(3S)!+!! (A!(nS)!!), as well as the
amplitude of the flat componentR0, the mean µ, width $,
and the complex phase & of the parent resonance are free
parameters in the fit. Because of the low statistics, com-
mon resonance parameters are introduced for the three
di#erent final states. Results of the fits, shown as the
smooth curves in Fig. 2, are summarized in Table II.
The fit quality is #2 = 24.6 for 14 degrees of freedom.
An alternative fit without the last data point collected at!
s % 11.02 GeV yields a similar result, µ = 10889.0+5.8

!2.9

MeV/c2, $ = 37+16
!10 MeV/c2, and #2 = 21.3 for 11 de-

grees of freedom. Systematic uncertainties associated
with the cross section measurements are propagated to
the resonance shapes. The fits are repeated, and the
variations on the shape parameters are included as the
systematic uncertainties. In addition to the uncertainties
on the cross sections, the beam energy around "(10860)
is measured by M!(nS)+%M in the "(nS)!+!! events,
and an uncertainty of ±1 MeV is included. For the scan
data, a common energy shift is also obtained from the
fit to "(nS)!+!! events. The relative beam energies
are further checked using the M(µ+µ!) distributions of
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FIG. 2: The CM energy-dependent cross sections for e+e! !
!(nS)!+!! (n = 1, 2, 3) processes normalized to the leading-
order e+e! ! µ+µ! cross sections. The results of the fits are
shown as smooth curves. The vertical dashed line indicates
the energy at which the hadronic cross section is maximal.

µ-pair samples.
The resonance parameters for the "(10860) are de-

termined using energy scan data collected at CM en-
ergies between 10.80 and 11.02 GeV. We measure the
fraction Rb = $b/$0

µµ, where $b = NR2<0.2
b (s)/L'b(s) is

the e+e! # bb hadronic cross section. The number of
e+e! # bb events with R2 < 0.2 (NR2<0.2

b ) is estimated
by subtraction of non-bb events scaled from a data set
collected at

!
s & 10.52 GeV, where R2 denotes the ra-

tio of the second to zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments [14].
Selection criteria for hadronic events are described in
Ref. [15]. The acceptance for e+e! # bb ('b(s)) is found
to vary slightly from 68.1% to 70.5% over the range of
scan energies. The line shape used to model our data is
given by |Anr |2+|A0+A10860ei"10860BW (µ10860,$10860)+
A11020ei"11020BW (µ11020,$11020)|2; this parameteriza-
tion is the same as that used in Ref. [16]. We perform a
#2 fit to our Rb measurements as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
shapes for "(11020) (&11020, µ11020 , and $11020) are fixed
to the values in Ref. [16], since our data points are not
able to constrain the "(11020) parameters. The resulting
shape parameters for the "(10860) are &10860 = 2.33+0.26

!0.24

TABLE II: Cross sections (") at peak, mean (µ), width
("), phase (#), and the amplitude for the constant compo-
nent (R0) from the fit to the CM energy-dependent e+e! !
!(1S)!+!!, !(2S)!+!!, and !(3S)!+!! cross sections.
There are two solutions for # and R0 with identical $2. The
first uncertainty is statistical, and the second is systematic.
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tion is the same as that used in Ref. [16]. We perform a
#2 fit to our Rb measurements as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
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Scoreboard

candidate Molecule?   cq cq cc-gluon
X(3872)
X(3940)
Y(3940)

X(4160)
Y(4008)
Y(4260)
Y(4350)
Y(4660)
Z(4430)
Z1(4050)
Z2(4250)

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??
table by S. Olsen


